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FOREWORD 

Recently the International banking industry has witnessed significant changes due to many 
factors influencing the world economy such as the financial crisis, work force, liquidity and 
other issues. Such changes have reflected on the Banking Sector in Jordan, which is 
considered the most dynamic economic sector in Jordan and a major contributor to the 
overall Jordanian Economy.  

 

In addition to changes in the international banking arena, Jordan has witnessed several 
incidents related to the banking sector such as public investments in the international 
markets (International Stock Exchange). This has reflected negatively on the economy in 
general and on the banking sector in Jordan in particular through the change of consumer’s 
behavior and perception on the financial industry.  

  

This report provides valuable information to many parties including banks, regulator; Central 
Bank of Jordan (CBJ), and customers. It provides insight to market perception and the level 
of customer satisfaction and loyalty to banks. The report provides analysis and applicable 
recommendations to support banks efforts to enhance the level of customer satisfaction and 
market perception. 

 

This report is designed according to SABEQ Program / USAID requirements and The 
Recommendation for Banking Sector Research proposal dated June 2008 to the benefit 
of the Association of Banks in Jordan. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Due to dynamic changes in the region specially the banking sector, it is very important for 
banks and banking sector players to have a full and real insight to market perception and 
attitude. This project was executed to implement the report on recommendation for banking 
sector research developed June 2008. Such results will enable banks and sector 
stakeholders to have a better understanding of banks’ customers’ perception and reaction 
towards their work, hence have a better understanding of customer’s needs and wants and 
will enable them to develop and offer solutions to satisfy such needs and wants. 

A focus Group Methodology was followed to gain insight on public perception. We examined 
the following discussion points in order to have full details to communicate with banking 
sector stakeholders. The examined high-level points were:  

1) Behaviors (Consumer habits & usage and Loyalty) 

2) Attitudes by examining Level of satisfaction or dissatisfaction with regards to the 
personal services and financial products provided. Also we examined:  

- Perception on the effectiveness of banks in meeting community and customer 
needs 

- Perception of the sector and their contributions to the common good. 

3) Media Impact on Attitudes and how consumers react to media & ads  

 

Significant results and findings were gained from this exercise covering the above-
mentioned areas and more. This document will present detailed results and findings for 
banks to understand and work on enhancing  the level of customer satisfaction and 
perception. The main findings are: 

� Banks in Jordan are considered to be “greedy institutions” and have limited 
contribution to the society in comparison with the society role & contribution to banks 
in terms of providing source of funds, labor and business opportunities. 

� The Banking Sector in Jordan is seen “safe” and “survived the financial crisis” due to 
the effective role of Central Bank of Jordan. Having mentioned this, some 
participants are still worried that the real affect of the financial crisis is still not shown 
and realized, specially with the ability of banks to use cosmetic dressing to their 
financial statements 

� Banks were perceived as “freaked out” from the hypothetical effects of the financial 
crisis 

� Consumers blame banks to have over-reached  to the financial crises by laying off 
staff without any justification, specially that banks’ results in Jordan are in significant 
growth 

� Consumers have “low level” of satisfaction with their banking experience. Therefore 
banks must follow many steps to try to enhance their image, customer satisfaction 
and perception to “gain back” their reputation and ensure better consumer’s behavior 
towards them 

� Banks need to develop their staff capabilities, skills and knowledge to enhance levels 
of customer service and hence customer satisfaction and loyalty 
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� Banks are requested to offer full variety of products, services and distribution 
channels in bundles and be a “one stop shop” especially to SMEs and Startups. 

� Business women seem to be effectively running their business successfully. This 
behavior has developed new requirement, conditions and standards for them to deal 
with any bank, hence built different scenarios to their relation with banks. 

� SMEs and Startups are looking for more effective role for banks in their business and 
act as “partners” to support the business in all its life stages and not only in “good 
times” of the economy conditions  

� Significant “Low level of loyalty” was found during the discussion. Banks are 
requested to be loyal to their customer in order for customers to be loyal to 
banks. 

� Individuals are looking to develop their income and career by opening their own 
business (SMEs & startups) through banks funding. Therefore, potential startups are 
looking for business partners in fund raising through banks and financial institutions 
rather than debt burden  

� Media campaigns have insignificant role in building consumer perception and 
attitudes. Customer experience has the main role in building level of satisfaction and 
perception  
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PROJECT METHODOLOGY (APPROACH) 

This project was a continuation of the “Recommendation for Banking Sector Research” 
proposal dated June 2008 to the benefit of the Association of Banks in Jordan. In the focus 
group we followed the approach and methodology highlighted in the mentioned document.  

We used the Focus Group discussion as a tool to collect data based on the following: 

In the social sciences, Focus Groups allow interviewers to study people in a more natural 
setting than a one-to-one interview. In combination with participant observation, they can be 
used for gaining access to various cultural and social groups, selecting sites to study, 
sampling of such sites, and raising unexpected issues for exploration. Focus groups have a 
high apparent validity - since the idea is easy to understand, the results are believable. Also, 
they are low in cost, one can get results relatively quickly, and they can increase the sample 
size of a report by talking with several people at once. 

We used a one moderator focus group approach who ensured the session progresses 
smoothly, and ensures that all the topics are covered by following the session plan (Attached 
as Appendix 1) and discussion guide (Attached as Appendix 2). Moreover, we used a Mini 
Focus Group Size Approach in which we conducted 4 sessions each had 8-12 participants 
(members). 

The following are Focus Group strengths which supports our approach: 

� Group discussion produces data and insights that would be less accessible without 
interaction found in a group setting—listening to others’ verbalized experiences 
stimulates memories, ideas, and experiences in participants. This is also known as 
the group effect where group members engage in “a kind of ‘chaining’ or ‘cascading’ 
effect; talk links to, or tumbles out of, the topics and expressions preceding it.  

� Group members discover a common language to describe similar experiences. This 
enables the capture of a form of “native language” or “vernacular speech” to 
understand the situation  

� Focus groups also provide an opportunity for disclosure among similar others in a 
setting where participants are validated. For example, in the context of customer 
experience with banks, targeted consumers often find themselves in situations where 
they experience lack of voice and feelings of isolation. Use of focus groups to study 
customer experience therefore serve as both an efficacious and a venue for 
expressing thoughts and experience.  

 

We followed the following methodology based on the session plan (See Appendix 1) and the 
above mentioned “The Recommendation for Banking Sector Research proposal dated 
June 2008 to the benefit of the Association of Banks in Jordan”: 

� Discussion on certain topics (see Appendix 2 for discussion points) 

� Post discussion voting to have the personal feedback and priorities  

� Questionnaire covering demographic data and some financial relation indications 
(see Appendix 3) 

This approach was designed to gain insight on public perceptions by examining the following 
points during the focus group sessions: 

(1) Behaviors (Consumer habits & usage and Loyalty) 
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(2) Attitudes by examining Level of satisfaction or dissatisfaction in regards to the 
personal services and financial products provided. Also we examined:  

• Perceptions on the effectiveness of banks in meeting community and customer 
needs 

• Perceptions of the sector and their contributions to the common good. 

(3) Media Impact on Attitudes and how consumers react to media & ads  

 

After conducting the focus group, this report was developed in light of the information we 
gained and recorded from the discussion and the questionnaire. 

 

To present the information in an effective way, we used the following parts in the report: 

� Group Information (Focus Group Details) where we present all demographic and 
financial information of groups and participants 

� General Results & Analysis  

� Specific Result for each group while merging group 3 & 4 due to the similarity of both 
groups’ demographics and specifications 

� Conclusion & Recommendations for banks and the banking sector players to follow 
and work on 

 

In the result presentation and comparison, we did not follow a numerical method of analysis 
and comparison due to the fact that we used a mini focus group method and such 
percentage and numerical comparison is insignificant in this case. In addition that, the total 
number of participants does not represent significant sampling size. 
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FOCUS GROUPS DETAILS 

The following is the focus group details and specifications: 

General Demographic Information: 

 

Graph1: Focus Groups Demographics 

 

The project included a study of 4 focus groups as follows: 

Group 1: SMEs & Startups Business Men 

Group 2: SMEs & Startups Business Women 

Group 3: Individuals / employees from private and public sectors 

Group 4: Individuals / employees from private and public sectors 
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Group Specific Information: 

The following information represents the Focus Groups participant’s personal & 
demographic details: 

 

Table 1: Groups Demographics 

Group Audience Age Range Gender Education Profession 

Group 1 SMEs 
Business Men 

35 - 50 
years old 

Male Dip  

BA 

MA 

Legal 

Trade 

Training & 
Consulting 

Audit 

Media Design & 
Production 

Group 2 SMEs 
Business 
Women 

30 – 60 
years old 

Female Dip  

BA 

MA 

PHD 

Food Manufacturing 
/ Production 

Mineral Production 

Research 

Training 

E business 

Group 3 Individuals 
(Employees) 

28 – 56 
years old 

Male BA 

MA 

IT 

Accounting 

Trade 

NGO 

Group 4 Individuals 
(Employees) 

23 – 45 
years old 

Male 

 

BA 

MA 

Accounting 

Audit 

Pharmaceuticals  

Public Sector 

 

 

Table 2: Financial Relation with Banks 

Group 

Average 
No of 
Banking 
Relation (1) 

Average 
Cross Sell 
Ratio 

(2) 

Family 
Bank 
(3) 

General Banking Experience (4) 

Group 1 Dealing with 
4 banks 

3 products No Satisfactory 

Group 2 Dealing with 
3 banks 

3 products No Not Satisfactory 

Group 3 Dealing with 
2 banks 

2 Products No Satisfactory 

Group 4 Dealing with 
2 banks 

1.5 products No Not Satisfactory 
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(1) On average how many banks participant deals with? 

(2) On average how many product / service used (bought) by participant? 

(3) Is participant bank with an institution referred by his/her family?  

(4) Based on the group general feedback, discussion and voting during the focus 
groups. Please see specific results by category / Group 

 

 

Table 3: Products & Services Relation 

Current Relation (1) Potential Relation (2) 

Product & 
Service 

Group 1 Group2 Group 3 & 4 Product & 
Service 

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 & 
4 

Credit 
Cards (3) 

5/8  6/12 6/12 Credit 
Cards 

 3/12 1/12 

Personal 
Loans 

3/8 6/12 5/12 Personal 
Loans 

 1/12 2/12 

Housing 
Loans 

2/8 3/12 5/12 Housing 
Loans 

2/8 2/12 3/12 

Car loans 2/8 1/12 4/12 Car loans   2/12 

Business 
Loans 

2/8 1/12  Business 
Loans 

1/8 1/12 5/12 

Saving 
Accounts 

3/8 5/12 4/12 Saving 
Accounts 

  1/12 

Current 
Accounts 

5/8 7/12 7/12 Current 
Accounts 

 1/12  

Term 
Deposits 

1/8 3/12 1/12 Term 
Deposits 

 1/12  

Investment 
Funds 

 1/12  Investment 
Funds 

1/8 1/12  

Invest in 
Financial 
Markets 

 1/12  Invest in 
Financial 
Markets 

 2/12  

Online 
Banking 

3/8 5/12 4/12 Online 
Banking 

1/8 1/12 2/12 

Phone 
Banking 

1/8 5/12 5/12 Phone 
Banking 

 1/12 1/12 

SMS 
Banking 

4/8 5/12 6/12 SMS 
Banking 

  1/12 

Bills 
Payment 

1/8 4/12  Bills 
Payment 

2/8 2/12 2/12 

Others 

Internet Card 

   

1/12 

Others    
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(1) Participants currently hold mentioned products & services 

(2) Participants are interested to hold mentioned products & services in the future  

(3) 5/8 means 5 out of 8 participants hold the credit card product (this format applies to 
the whole table for other products & service)  

 

Note: we merged group 3 & 4 due to similarity of demographics and specification and using the 
total (sum) results 

 

GENERAL RESULTS & ANALYSIS 

In spite the difference between groups’ backgrounds and demographics, there were many 
common points and feedback. In general consumers banking experience is insignificantly 
below satisfying levels. It was noticed that the level deteriorated couple of years ago due to 
many reasons (as per group discussion): 

� Banks are scene more greedy than ever and looking to introduce & find ways to use 
consumers to increase their profit levels by increasing the gap between their cost and 
income and by introducing different fees & commission to the relation 

� Banks treat their customers in a good and satisfying way as long as the customer is 
in a safe financial position. It is significantly perceived that the moment the customer 
position shown weakness signs banks will abandon their customers 

� Banks were perceived that they freaked out from the hypothetical effects of the 
financial crisis 

� No transparency and credibility of banks in regard to customer relation 

� Banks practice many different standards and behavior through their different 
branches 

 

Despite this negative perception on banks, participants yet believe that the Banking Sector 
in Jordan is secured and plays vital role in the economy.  

It was noticed that no single participant has chosen a bank that was recommend by his 
parents or family. Therefore, consumers choose a bank based on several factors other than 
family / parents experience. Most FG participants considered Cost & Return factor as the 
most important factor. In addition to that, the personal relation with bank staff plays vital role 
especially to SMEs groups (both men & women).  

Access to finance (the procedure of granting credit facility) is an important factor when 
choosing a bank to deal with. This applies to all groups (business owners & individuals) 
where customers look for banks that satisfy their needs specially the credit needs and do not 
have obstacles and / or require a lot of collaterals or documentation when granting a small 
size loan. 

New Factors were highlighted in determining with whom consumers’ should bank with: An 
important factor was to SMEs & Startups is the level of Sector Knowledge by bank’s staff. 
This was a main concern to IT specialists and companies whom consider having the sector 
knowledge will give important understanding the business needs. As for individuals, some 
participants are forced to bank with a certain bank due to Exclusivity Relation between the 
bank and employer. 
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On average, most of participants already bank with more than 2 banks for individuals and 
around 3-4 banks for SMEs and Startups. Moreover, participants hold on average 2 products 
(Cross Sell Ratio) (Please see Table 2 for full details on Financial Relation with Banks). 

It is significantly noted that there are interests in the following products/ services to be 
obtained in the near future: 

� Individual are looking to have business loans to open private business to help them 
in managing their financial life as well as fulfilling their personal dreams 

� Electronic bill payment 

� The usage of electronic distribution channels 

Currently, business women manage their relation with banks through using more electronic 
channels than business men. Moreover, business women are more savers than individuals 
and business men and they are (business women) exposed to investment banking more 
than other groups. 

Traditional distribution channels such as Branches and ATMs still dominates the way 
customers’ bank. Nevertheless, Online banking (E banking) is significantly and rapidly 
dominated the distribution channels and ways people bank specially to SMEs owner (mainly 
business women) and individuals. 

 Most participants are likely to shift to other providers. This confirms the low levels of 
consumers’ loyalty to their current banks. Customers mainly seek better offering and more 
personal benefits with  potential provider.  Never the less, loyal customers will remain loyal 
to their banks because their banks offer personalized products & services (segmented) and 
have better & dedicated relationship management with their clients.  

Central Bank of Jordan plays a significant role in enhancing general impression about the 
banking industry in Jordan. Participants saw CBJ role during the financial crisis and during 
the recent incident of Capital Bank as stabilizer and protector of the industry. Most 
participants have supported Central Bank of Jordan role and intervention and considered it 
vital to protect the economy.  Although Central Bank role was protective to the image of the 
banking industry, many participants saw the role of some banks have a negative effect due 
to (1) lack of customer service culture, and (2) banks followed very strict policy in granting 
credit 

In general, participants believe that banks in Jordan have survived the financial crisis 
due to 2 main reasons: 

- Role of Central Bank of Jordan 

- The restrictive policy by banks in granting credit facilities  

Participants saw the following factors effecting consumer attitudes towards banks in Jordan: 

� Customer Experience 

� Personal Relation with banks staff 

� Support to the business (SMEs business) 

� Banks ability to understand customers’ needs and wants and offer solutions that 
satisfy such needs and wants 

� Banks Credibility 

� Level of communication as a teaser to know more rather than to determine attitude 
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Moreover, many media clipping and articles about the industry were discussed and 
revealed the level of communication effects on consumers. Participants have stated that:  
although media campaigns and commercial slogans can be good teasers for consumer to 
ask and inquire about certain products, service or offer, but the main factors yet to determine 
consumer attitude and perception of banks are (1) Bank’s credibility (2) real benefits to 
consumers and (3) customer experience. Therefore, slogans and commercial media do not 
have major effects on perception and attitude.  

  

SPECIFIC RESULTS BY CATEGORY / GROUP 

Group 1: SMEs & Startups owner – Men: 

In general, men under this category were satisfied with their banking experience due to 
several reasons mainly due to their personal relation with bank employee.  

 The following shows the details of businessmen results: 

1. Customer experience: 

A. Factors influencing the process of choosing a bank: 

The following results were discussed and ranked based on priority 

1) Return & cost: this means return on deposits or investments and the cost of 
borrowing money. 

2) Personal Relation with banks’ employees 

3) Credit facility: ease of requirements and procedures 

4) Location and the distribution of channels 

5) Variety of products & services (bundles of business and personal offering) 

6) The availability of E-Channels such as on line banking (internet banking) and 
other channels 

7) Secrecy of information 

8) Banks financial position & reputation 

9) Family preference 

10) Level of customer service 

 

Businessmen (business owners) prefer to use the following distribution channels 
(ranked by priority) 

1) Branches  

2) Online services (internet banking) 

3) Phone banking & SMS 
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B. Customer level of satisfaction: 

A score of 1-5-10 were introduced to evaluate the level of satisfaction (where 1 is 
completely dissatisfied, 5 means an average experience or 10 means expectations 
were exceeded). 

Businessmen in general were satisfied (scored 5) with banks. Nevertheless, they consider 
the following factors as factors influencing the relation in a negative manner: 

• Business men see banks follow an aggressive selling approach without a 
satisfying post sales follow up and customer service 

• There are no clear standards when it comes to dealing with interest rates.   

• Businessmen believe banks will support their customers as long as the customer 
is in secured and profitable financial position. If customer’s position deteriorated 
banks will try to pull out of the relation instead of supporting their customers 
during stress times. Customers stressed that banks do not count the historical 
relation with customers when it is needed mostly. 

• Banks interfere in personal issues by claiming it is credit issues 

• Banks have no trust in their customers  

• No transparency and credibility by banks specially through introducing new fees 
and commissions 

On the other hands, the positive factors influencing the level of satisfaction were due to: 

• Full range of products & services 

• The personal relation (considered as negative and a positive factor depending 
on the customer) 

 

C. Level of loyalty or likely to shift across providers 

Businessmen in general have no loyalty to a bank as most of them consider their 
own benefit and their business when dealing with banks. If a bank still satisfying all 
their personal and business needs they will remain loyal. When the bank refuses 
any request specially credit requests, they will look for other providers immediately. 
Therefore, the main factor influencing business men loyalty to banks is the support 
of the current bank (provider) to their own personal and business financial needs. 

2. Attitudes & Perception: 

A. The general feelings about the banking sectors in Jordan: 

Most of the perception (impression) was “Neutral”. There were different perceptions 
on the banking sector in Jordan.  

The positive impression was due to the following factors: 

• Role of central bank in governing the sector and protecting stakeholders 
interest 

• The financial strengths of banks in Jordan and the survival through different 
financial crises 

• The survivals of banks in Jordan where large international banks collapsed as a 
result of the financial crises 
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On the other hand, the negative impression was due to the following factors: 

• The lack of customer service culture among most banks. 

• Banks recently were very strict in granting credit facilities  

 

B. The effect of the financial crises on banks: 

All businessmen believe that the financial crisis has a mixed of customers’ 
perceptions about banks in Jordan. Minority of the group have a negative perception 
about banks due to:  

• Customers believe that banks freaked out and followed a mixed behavior during 
the crises 

• Banks stopped granting credit facility has affected this perception 

• Banks management followed a cosmetic approach in addressing their financial 
results 

• Customers believe that the financial results of the crisis will be clear and obvious 
later and not now   

On the other hand, the majority of the Businessmen group has declared that banks in Jordan 
where protected and did not suffer or been affected negatively by the crises. They believe 
that banks in Jordan have survived the crises due to: 

• The significant role and credibility of Central Bank of Jordan 

• The role of the government in supporting and protecting deposits 

• The restrictive policy of banks in granting credit facilities  

In general, the group believes that banks in Jordan have survived the financial crises due to 
Central Bank of Jordan policies and role. 

 

C. Banks to do differently to improve customer satisfaction: 

The group has listed the following action for banks to follow in order to improve 
customer satisfaction in a different way: 

• Reduce what is considered as a huge gap between interest rates on loans 
(income) and deposits (cost) 

• Practice transparency in terms of offering full information (verbally & written) 
about all products, services, requirement, fees and other issues 

• Educate their employees on interpersonal skills 

• Educate their employees on banking knowledge 

• Support their customers when needed and during crises / recession times 

• Loose the level of restrictive requirements and collaterals required 

• Introduce full bundles of products, services and electronic distribution channels 

• Enhance customer service by reducing routine and bureaucratic work 

• Stop changing interest rates frequently on both credit and deposit products 

• Respond to central bank of Jordan calls to reduce interest rates on loans 
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D. Communication effects on attitude: 

Several clips and hot issues were presented and discussed to evaluate the level of 
communication affecting customer attitudes on banks: 

� The following factors (ranked based on priority) are affecting customers attitudes on 
banks: 

1) Customer experience 

2) Credibility 

3) Personal relation with bank’s staff 

4) Level of communication 

 

� A hot topic (Central Bank intervention to resolve Capital Bank Boards of Directors) 
has been discussed. This issue has been perceived mainly in a positive way and 
enforced the role of central bank of Jordan and ability to protect the banking sector. 
Nevertheless, some concerns were raised that such intervention might have affected 
the bank and the sector in general in a negative manner specially some of business 
men considered that there might be some issues (like political issues) behind the 
central bank intervention and such issues were not fully communicated in a 
transparent way. 

  

� As for banks Commercial Slogans which would help in building positive perception 
and attitude toward banks. All group members stated that such slogans are more of a 
modern way to communicate and does not reflect the real level of customer service. 
Customers will know this after dealing with banks and the picture will be changed 
immediately. 

 

Group 2: SMEs & Startups owner – Women: 

Most businesswomen were clearly unsatisfied with their banking experience.  Many factors 
have affected their judgment as discussed below. In our previous experience with 
businesswomen in evaluating their relation with banks, we witnessed a significant change in 
their behavior towards banks. In a previous survey done in 2007, businesswomen blamed 
banks for not supporting them due to gender issues. In this Focus Group (July 2009), 
members has reacted professionally towards banks and justified bank’s reaction due to 
shortage of performance by most businesswomen. Nevertheless, they stressed on the 
importance of a more effective role by banks in supporting them and their business.   

Moreover, Businesswomen seem to be effectively running their business successfully. This 
behavior has developed new requirement and standards for them to deal with banks, hence 
built different scenarios to their relation with banks. 

 The following shows the details of businesswomen results: 

1. Customer experience: 

A. Factors influencing the process of choosing a bank: 

The following results were discussed and ranked based on priority 

1. Credit facility: ease of requirements and procedures (not requiring the guarantee 
of the husband) 
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2. Return & cost: this means return on deposits or investments and the cost of 
borrowing money. 

3. Personal Relation with banks’ employees specially decision makers 

4. Variety of products & services (bundles of business and personal offering) 

5. The availability of international network and correspondence banks 

6. The availability of e channels such as on line banking (internet banking) and 
other channels 

7. Whether the bank have a dedicated SMEs and Startups Department 

8. Level of customer Service 

9. Level of employees education and banking knowledge specially Sector 
Knowledge of the business 

10. Location and the distribution of channels 

11. Level of communication between bank and customers 

12. Secrecy of information 

13. Banks financial position & reputation 

14. Family preferences 

15. Have one standard in dealing with men and women 

 

Business women (business owners) prefer to use the following distribution channels (ranked 
by priority) 

1. Branches (depending on the need) 

2. Online services (internet banking) 

3. Phone banking & SMS 

 

B. Customer level of satisfaction: 

A score of 1-5-10 were introduced to evaluate the level of satisfaction (where 1 is 
completely dissatisfied, 5 means an average experience or 10 means expectations 
were exceeded). 

Generally, businesswomen are less satisfied than business men (ranked 3-4) with 
banks. Nevertheless, they consider the following influencing factors affecting the 
relation: 

Satisfying Factors: 

• Banks respect customers 

• Some banks have sector knowledge especially foreign banks. This issue is 
critical to IT sector 

Dissatisfying Factors: 

• Banks are not transparence when it comes to fees, requirements and 
procedures 

• Unprofessional Staff  
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• Weak staff banking knowledge 

• Staff high turnover between banks and within the same bank 

• Not considering the history of relation with the customer 

• No level of authorities at the branch level 

• Staff lack interpersonal skills 

• Bureaucracy and inflexibility  

 

C. Level of loyalty or likely to shift across providers 

Business women have a neutral loyalty behavior towards banks. They believe it is a 
two-way relation: banks should be loyal to customers in order to have a loyal 
customer. 

They separated influencing factors into 2 folds: 

Factors Supporting Loyalty: 

• Banks appreciating and respecting its customer specially customer with long 
and proven relation 

• Full range of services 

• Security 

• Special offers to Business women employees 

• Satisfying daily operations and needs 

On the other hand, Business Women see the following factors are supporting the 
likelihood of shifting providers: 

• Better offer (cost & return) 

• Personal relations 

• Not supporting their customers 

• No banks offer an attractive full bundle and package 

• Not trusting the customer 

• Weak bank’s staff  banking knowledge 

• No educational efforts by banks to educate customers specially SMEs and 
startups 

 

2. Attitudes & Perception: 

A. The general feelings about the banking sectors in Jordan: 

Most of businesswomen perception (impression) was “Negative”. For the following 
factors: 

• The effect of the financial crises which increased banks restrictions on business 
loans  

• Not responding to the decrease of the interest rates by central bank of Jordan 

• Not taking calculated risk which they should carry as financial institutions 
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• Business women look at banks in Jordan as family owned businesses. Therefore,  
they believe that there is no social responsibility carried by banks and no society 
development specially to support SMEs and Startups 

• The lack of customer service culture among most banks 

• Banks staff level of knowledge and skills 

  

On the other hand, there was some positive feedback regarding customer impression due to 
the following factors: 

• Role of central bank in governing the sector and protecting stakeholders interest 

• Role of foreign banks in introducing new solutions to the market, hence better 
competition. 

• Banks recently were very strict in granting credit facilities  

B. The effect of the financial crises on banks: 

Businesswomen believe that the financial crisis has a mixed of customers’ perceptions 
about banks in Jordan. Minority of the group have a negative perception about banks 
due to:  

• Customers believe that banks freaked out and followed a mixed behavior during 
the crises 

• Banks stopped granting credit facility has affected this perception 

• Banks management followed a cosmetic approach in addressing their financial 
results 

• Customers believe that the financial results of the crisis will be clear and obvious 
later and not now   

 

On the other hand, the majority of the Business women group has declared that banks in 
Jordan still did not declared full information about the effect of the crises on their business, 
therefore there is an unclear picture in the regard: 

In general, the group believes that banks in Jordan until this moment have survived the 
financial crises due to Central Bank of Jordan policies and role. 

 

C. Banks to do differently to improve customer satisfaction: 

The group has listed the following action for banks to follow and improve customer 
satisfaction in a different way: 

• Not to charge “unjustified” commissions and fees 

• Practice transparency in terms of offering full information (verbally & written) about all 
products, services, requirement, fees and other issues 

• Consider the history of the relation 

• Look at cash flow of SMEs business and not collaterals 

• Educate SMEs & startups and support them in starting their business in: 

� Networking opportunities 
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� Training 

� Special offers in terms of interest and loans term 

• Practice one standard in business and follow one procedures specially between 
different branches of the same bank 

• More coordination between branches 

• Educate their employees on interpersonal skills 

• Educate their employees on banking knowledge 

• Support their customers when needed and during crises / recession times 

• Loose the level of restrictive requirements and collaterals required 

• Enhance customer service by reducing routine and bureaucratic work 

• Stop changing interest rates frequently on both credit and deposit products 

• Respond to central bank of Jordan calls to reduce interest rates on loans 

 

D. Communication effects on attitude:  

(Almost similar to business men) 

 

Several clips and hot issues were presented and discussed to evaluate the level of 
communication affecting customer attitudes on banks: 

� The following factors (ranked based on priority) are affecting customers attitudes on 
banks: 

1. Supporting SMEs & Startups 

2. Customer experience 

3. Credibility 

4. Personal relation 

5. Level of communication 

 

� A hot topic (Central Bank intervention to resolve Capital Bank Boards of Directors) has 
been discussed. This issue has been perceived mainly in a positive way by the majority, 
and enforced the ability of central bank of Jordan role and ability to protect the banking 
sector. Nevertheless, some concerns were raised that such intervention might have 
affected the bank and the sector in general in a negative manner specially.  

 

� As for banks Commercial Slogans which would help in building positive perception and 
attitude toward banks. All group members stated that such slogans are more of a 
modern way to communicate and does not reflect the real level of customer service. 
Customers will know this after dealing with banks and the picture will be changed 
immediately. 
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Group 3 & 4: Individual (employees): 

In general individuals have a mixed feeling about banks in Jordan. Most of their experience 
is based on whether the bank can satisfy their needs or not?  

Banks are seen as Greedy institutions that aim to generate profit without proven commitment 
and contribution to the society. Moreover, new factors were raised in this group which is that 
many employees are forced to deal with a certain bank due to the exclusive relation between 
the employer and the bank, hence many of their feedback was based on limited relations 
with banks. 

Many of the relation sides with banks are subject to demographics factors such as level of 
income, segmentation (belonging to certain group or segment) and personal relationships.  

 The following shows the details of individuals’ results: 

1. Customer experience: 

A. Factors influencing the process of choosing a bank: 

The following results were discussed and ranked based on priority 

1) Credit facility: ease of requirements and procedures (not requiring guarantors and 
collaterals in addition to salary transfer) 

2) Return & cost: this means return on deposits or investments and the cost of 
borrowing money. 

3) Location to (1) work, then (2) Home 

4) Availability of special segmentation of certain demographics such as income or 
professions 

5) Dedicated relationship manager specially in foreign banks  

6) Network of branches and distribution channels specially electronic channels 

7) Exclusivity of the relation between banks and employers, so employees are forced to 
deal with a certain bank 

8) Level of customer service offered by the bank reflecting (1) simplicity of procedures 
and (2) staff knowledge and friendly relation 

9) Personal Relation with banks’ employees  

10) Availability of wide range of products & services through bundling offering specially 
grouping, in which a bank have special offer to employees of a certain company 
(approved lists of companies) 

11) Level of communication between bank and customers (special offers through 
promotional campaigns) 

12) Banks financial position & reputation 

 

Individuals prefer to use the following distribution channels (ranked by priority) 

1. ATMs 

2. On line banking (internet banking) 

3. Branches  

4. Phone banking & SMS 
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B. Customer level of satisfaction: 

In general, banks’ individual customers have ranked their satisfaction in average at 
the below satisfactory level of 4.  

 

A score of 1-5-10 were introduced to evaluate the level of satisfaction (where 1 is 
completely dissatisfied, 5 means an average experience or 10 means expectations 
were exceeded). 

 

Nevertheless and when investigating specific satisfactory level, individuals considered the 
following influencing factors affecting the relation with banks: 

Satisfying Factors: 

• Network of banks branches & distribution channels 

• Pre-approved products and services  

• Availability of special segmentation of certain demographics such as income or 
professions 

• Dedicated relationship manager specially in foreign banks 

• When banks seen to follow a comprehensive and united standards in work and it 
is not subject to staff mood and personal benefits 

• Technology used by banks specially in e channels and electronic distribution 
channels 

• The existence of personal relation with bank’s staff 

Dissatisfying Factors: 

• Banks considered being “Greedy” due to their high respond level to changes 
(mainly increase) in interest on loans and their low level of respond to increase 
interest on deposits. Moreover, consumers considering banks to ignore central 
banks attempts to reduce interest rates in order to support the economy.  

• Banks are not transparence when it comes to fees, requirements and procedures 

• Banks collect many fees and commissions without any contribution to the society 

• Unprofessional Staff  

• No post sales service and follow up 

• Weak staff banking knowledge 

• Staff high turnover between banks and within the same bank 

• Complicated requirements when it comes to loans specially the request of many 
guarantors and collaterals 

• Not considering the history of relation with the customer 

• No authorities at the branch level 

• Staff lack interpersonal skills 

• Bureaucracy and inflexibility  

• No educational role by banks to consumers 
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C. Level of loyalty or likely to shift across providers 

Although consumers (Individual banking consumers) are “Not likely” to shift easily to 
other service provider (bank), they are “Not Loyal” at all to any bank in Jordan. This is 
due to the following factors: 

• Consumers are used to and acquainted to their bank’s routine and bureaucracy, 
hence it is not easy for them to change provider despite the fact they are not 
satisfied with the provider 

• Being afraid to “try new experience” with new staff and bank, where they feel they 
need to build a new history and records 

• Most of the business relations between consumers and banks are based on a 
personal relation with one of the bank employees. This is considered not loyalty 
to banks more than it is loyalty to the bank’s staff 

• A minority of the FG participant have no trust in banks as they see them greedy 
and family oriented business which is focused at the end to benefit the family and 
its business 

• Consumers follow their own personal benefits in which they look for higher 
interest rates on deposits and lower interest, fees and commission. In addition 
that consumers deals with the bank who approve their loan application without 
any complications 

 

On the other hand, a minority of participants are loyal to banks due to: 

• Banks offer specified and segmented services (bundles) to certain clientele 
through a dedicated relationship managers within dedicated (isolated) service 
area 

• Admit client history with the bank 

• Banks recently are seen as proactive and offer customers specially and 
personalized schemes and gestures or initiatives  

• Wide range of products and services 

 

Many consumers have no loyalty to banks and likely are willing to shift to another provider 
due to banking & service issues such as: 

• Bad service level 

• Staff weakness in knowledge and interpersonal skills 

• High  interest rates and commissions 

• Banks do not care about client benefits 

• No transparency in policies and procedures followed by banks 
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2. Attitudes & Perception: 

A. The general feelings about the banking sectors in Jordan: 

In general the banking sector was perceived in a neutral – positive attitude due to the 
following reasons:  

• The role of Central Bank of Jordan has reflected positively on he banking sector 
in Jordan. 

• Role of foreign banks in introducing new solutions to the market, hence better 
competition and benefits to consumers 

• Competition has introduced new concepts and benefits to the market 

• Banks recently were very strict in granting credit facilities. This is seen positively 
to protect funds and deposits of the sector in general 

On the other hand, there was some negative feedback regarding customer impression and 
attitude due to the following factors: 

• The effect of the financial crises which increased banks restrictions on granting 
loans, hence risk is reduced 

• Banks did not respond to the decrease of the interest rates by central bank of 
Jordan 

• Not taking calculated risk which they should carry as financial institutions 

• Banks have laid off some of their staff due to the unjustified reason of  budget 
constraints   

• Some look at banks in Jordan as family owned businesses. Therefore,  they 
believe that banks ignore social responsibility  

• The lack of customer service culture among most banks 

• Banks staff level of knowledge and skills 

  

B. The effect of the financial crises on banks: 

Consumers blame banks to over-react to the financial crises by: 

• Laying off staff without any justification specially banks results in Jordan are in 
significant growth 

• Customers believe that banks freaked out and followed a mixed behavior 
during the crises 

• Banks stopped granting credit facility has affected this perception 

In general, the group believes that banks in Jordan until this moment have survived 
the financial crises due to Central Bank of Jordan policies and role. 

 

C. Banks to do differently to improve customer satisfaction: 

The group has listed the following action for banks to follow and improve customer 
satisfaction in a different way: 

• Support their customers when needed and during crises / recession times 

• Loose the level of restrictive requirements and collaterals required 
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• Enhance customer service by reducing routine and bureaucratic work 

• Stop changing interest rates frequently on both credit and deposit products 

• Respond to central bank of Jordan calls to reduce interest rates on loans 

• Not to charge “unjustified” commissions and fees 

• Practice transparency in terms of offering full information (verbally & written) 
about all products, services, requirement, fees and other issues 

• Consider the history of the relation 

• Practice one standard in business and follow one procedures specially between 
different branches of the same bank 

• Educate their employees on interpersonal skills & banking knowledge 

• Follow more proactive & personalized approach 

• Less collection follow up specially with family members and work 

 

D. Communication effects on attitude:  

Several clips and hot issues were presented and discussed to evaluate the level of 
communication affecting customer attitudes on banks: 

� The following factors (ranked based on priority) are affecting customers attitudes 
on banks: 

1. The bank satisfy the needs 

2. Personal relation 

3. Customer experience 

4. Credibility 

5. Level of communication 

 

� A hot topic (Central Bank intervention to resolve Capital Bank Boards of 
Directors) has been discussed. This issue has been perceived mainly in a 
positive way by the majority, and enforced the ability of central bank of Jordan 
role and ability to protect the banking sector.  

 

� As for banks Commercial Slogans which would help in building positive 
perception and attitude toward banks. All group members stated that such 
slogans are more of a modern way to communicate and does not reflect the real 
level of customer service. Customers highlighted that there are always something 
hidden behind the advertisement especially there are a statement (subject to 
banks approval) which reflects incredibility and support the mistrust between 
banks and consumers. 
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CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS: 

As consumers,  behavior has changed dramatically in the last couple of years due to higher 
level of financial awareness & education, change in demographics and competition. Banks in 
Jordan should be customer centric and implement such change to enable them to 
understand market needs, hence be able to offer innovative Financial Solutions to satisfy 
consumer revolving needs and wants. 

Jordanians are more financial aware and educated consumers these days. Therefore, banks 
should reconsider their behavior towards consumers specially that Central Bank of Jordan is 
allowing foreign banks to enter the market, hence more fierce competition on the way with 
less loyal customer, which force hard work for banks to follow and understand their customer 
and offer innovative financial solutions to increase the level of satisfaction. This can be done 
by implementing the following points as result of the discussion: 

• Reduce the gap between interest rates on loans (income) and deposits (cost). This 
can be done firstly by responding to central bank’s efforts to reduce interest rates. 

• Practice transparency in terms of offering full information (verbally & written) about all 
products, services, requirement, fees and other issues 

• Educate their employees on interpersonal skills and how consumer should be treated 
and dealt with  

• Educate their employees on banking knowledge, product’s knowledge, implemented 
policies and procedures 

• Support their customers when needed and during crises / recession times and not 
only during the good times of their customer’s business life cycle 

• Banks are asked to trust their customers and take into consideration the relation 
history specially in recession times 

• Loose the level of restrictive requirements and collaterals required specially to SMEs 
& startups and concentrate on cash flow rather than collaterals 

• Introduce full bundles of products, services and electronic distribution channels 

• Banks must follow one business standard and procedures by their different branches  

• Enhance customer service by reducing routine and bureaucratic work and grant 
branches certain and acceptable level of authorities 

• Stop changing interest rates frequently on both credit and deposit products 

• Respond to central bank of Jordan calls to reduce interest rates on loans 

• Introduced segmented and customized services to certain segmented specially 
Business Women & highly paid employees. This includes bundles of products, 
services and distribution channels and mainly dedicated relationship management  

• Have significant role in the society and contribute part of the profit to the society 

• Banks should look for ways to build customer loyalty by offering “satisfactory” and 
“added value” experience to their customer and their businesses 

• There is a significant opportunity for new SMEs & Startups entrants which considered 
to be a potential business  

• Educate SMEs & startups and support them in starting their business by: 

� Open networking opportunities 

� Train them about the different sides of business management and banks relation 
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� Introduce preferential and Special offers (rates/terms) to support their business  

� Have dedicated departments to manage the relationship with banks 

� Have well trained staff with various sectors knowledge to add value to the 
customer’s business 

 

Participants saw this research as a value added and beneficial exercise to them, and wish 
more insights efforts will be implemented in the near future to cover many focused and 
specific areas to the relation. In addition to that, they hold high hopes for this significant 
information to find interest and echo within the banking sector in Jordan.   
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APPENDECES  

APPENDIX (1) 

 

Sessions Plan 

 

Logistic Requirements: 

The following things are needed to be available for all sessions (provided by ABJ based on 
our discussion last week): 

� notepads and pencils for participants  

� flip chart for facilitator 

� White board 

� name tags or signs for participants 

� markers 

� refreshments 

� tape or video recorder (optional) 

� Giveaways (coordinate between ABJ and SABEQ Program) 

 

Focus Group Sessions Design: 

The sessions will be conducted as followed: 

Step Task Description Required time 

1 Introduction Introducing the project, SABEQ Program, 
ABJ and Facilitator to the focus group 

10 minutes 

2 Open discussion An open discussion about the following 
issues will take place: 

� Customer Experience & Satisfaction 

� Perception 

� Communication effect on attitude 

60 minutes 

3 Questionnaire Participant to fill a short questionnaire 10 minutes 

4 Wrap up Wrapping up the session 10 minutes 

 

Sessions Schedule: 

Session 
No 

Date & Time Target Audience / Group Invitation by 

1 Sunday 19 July
 
 @ 5.30 - 7.00p.m SMEs Men Nahla / SABEQ  

2 Monday 20 July @ 5.30 - 7.00p.m SMEs Women (names to be 
provided by SABEQ) 

Nahla / SABEQ 

3 Tuesday 21 July @5.30 – 7.00p.m Individuals Group 1 Maram / ABJ 

4 Wednesday 22 July @5.30 – 7.00p.m Individuals Group 2 Maram / ABJ 

Notes: 

� Invitation and confirmation should be done by end of Thursday 16
th

 of July 

� Please ask participants to be before ½ an hour (5.oopm) 
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� Dedicate Sunday & Monday the 12
th

 & 13
th

 of July for Invitation and Wednesday & Thursday the 

15
th

 & 16
th

 of July for confirmation 

� For SMEs participants we should stick to the schedule (Men / Women). As for individuals, we can 

be flexible based on participants availability 

� All sessions will be held at ABJ 

� By all means use my name as I recommended participants names and as a facilitator  

 

Handouts: 

The following handouts will be provided by Sahel Annabi and distributed to participants at 
the session: Communications & news clips  

� Advertisements 

� Articles 

� Questionnaire 

� Any handouts about ABJ & SABEQ (Optional and to be provided by SABEQ / ABJ) 

I will be sending Softcopy of the above before Tuesday 14th of July 09  to  ABJ / 
SABEQ to prepare copies. 

  

Attachment: 

� Suggested Target Focus Groups: one excel sheet file containing the following sheets: 

• Individuals Group 1 

• Individuals Group 2 

• SMEs Men 

(Please note that SMEs Women names to be provided by SABEQ) 
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APPENDIX (2) 

 

Discussion Points 

Customer Experience 
 
1- In choosing a bank, what factor or factors would you say are most important to 

you? 
� Location of branch or convenience 
� Availability of the Electronic channels 
� A specific product or service offered 
� A personal referral or connection to a bank employee 
� Family preference  
� Pricing 
� Employer Relation 
� Others (Please specify): 
        
2-  How satisfied would you say you are in regards to the overall quality of your 

banking experience? 
Rank your level of satisfaction with a score of 1-5-10, (where 1 is completely 
dissatisfied, 5 means an average experience or 10 means expectations were 
exceeded). 
� Level of Satisfaction______________ 
 
3- What factor has most impacted your satisfaction?  
� Customer service 
� Follow up by banks 
� Convenience of banking 
� Transparency by banks  
� Cost 
� Product quality 
� Banks’ employees Skills & attitude (level of professionalism) 
� Pro activity by the bank 
� Others (Please specify):  
 
4-  How would you rank your loyalty to a specific bank? 
Or likelihood of changing providers or using multiple providers depending on the 
service needed? 
� “Highly-likely” to move across providers, or 
� “not-likely”. 
 
5- What factors affect your loyalty / shifting across providers? 
� Staff personal relation / movement of staff between providers 
� Better offering (rates / term / charges / …) 
� Bad service conducted by current provider 
� Others (Please specify): 
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Attitudes and Perceptions (activity & discussion based) 
 

1-  What your general feelings about banks. “What do you think about the 
banking sector?  

          Do you have e they: 
� Positive impression 
� Neutral impression 
� Negative impression 

 
2- What reflection the financial crises had on Jordanian banking system? 

�  Positive  
� Neutral  
� Negative 

 
Why? 
 
 

3- Do you Jordanian banks were affected by the crises? 
Yes 
No 
 
How? 
 

4- What are the factors that most influence your attitudes about banks? 
� Level of communication 
� Credibility  
� Financial Position 
� Reputation 
� Others: 

 

3-  What would you like to see banks do differently? What should they be doing 
to improve customer satisfaction? 

 
4- Do you think banks in Jordan have survived the financial crisis? Why? 
 

 

          

Clips & Articles discussion: 
 

� Clips from the press 
� Articles    
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APPENDIX ( 3) 

 

Questionnaire  
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APPENDIX (4) 

Media Clips  
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 ����  .'' س&A�� �GR أداء ا

 Cا>دارة ه �&+ وو;8 ان �� ���K��&+ وا���� ا���آ�ي درس آ� ا��8ا�7 ا��C��D&+ وا���
�ن ان اCJ ل�
ا�ح� ''و
����ح+ ا�JC' وا���5ز ا����-� و���3+ ���Cد�&' وا��س�ه�&' �eإدارة '' ا�� 
�ار �� ��� �- 8�واس%


�� 88ا���دة  ���Uم '� L
�Cك ر��  .و()38<(ه 2000�س�+  C28ن ا
� ا���آ�ي ��A ا(?�ذ آ�-+ ���ا�%� �' .�5�H ا�ح�Kظ ��A  ا>;�اءاتو.8د أن هTا ا\;�اء هH) Cآ&A�� 8 ��ص ا

س<�+ و��)+ ا���5ز ا����-� ا�رد�� ا�Tي 
�ل أ�ه -� وXS ��%�ز �bص+ -� هQT ا�����+ و#�� U�3' ا\
%��د 
��&+ ا�رد�� �' ا\س%��(��&+ ا����+ . �ار -� ا�%)��� ا�K)�ل �X (8ا�&�ت ا�ز�+ ا�� L	)ا>دارةو +-�S<�#  رس�K�

 ����
�ح&+ ��38 ��م ا Le&آ�ي وه���� ا���
�#+ ��A ا���5ز ا����-� -� ا����� ��38 دا�7ة اm ف ، ز�3د�. .
 T�� ����� ا���آ�ي #�.�ت ���&�ت (A�� Y&%K ا������ن ر
�#+ ا Zت وآ���K��?� Z[�\و ، �S����&س�ن ا


�ن أن ا���آ�ي I�J  إدار3+CJ ل�
�2 ���دئ ا�حCآ�+ و()�&��ت ا���آ�ي ، و�?)A�� (�3C��5 و��حه  إدارة إ���ا
 �(K) L� �5�U� �5�3C�%� '&�C�ة أس�%-.  

 +��� ��C) ن �' -%�ة�
CJ �Nض أن 3) ا>دارةوس�%K3 �5.س%+ أ�D��5 د�Cة ا��سRو�&+ ، -�Dل ا��8ة (�8% 
 ��� I?%�  .;838ا  إدارة\;%��ع ا�N&5+ ا�)��+ ا�%� س%

 �A ا��سRو�&+ رس�&� -� آ��Cن ���G ا����S #)8 ا�%?�ب ر;� ا����ل ا�)�ا
�  ا>دارةوآ�ن ���C) ح����ا
 A�� إ�����8آ%Cر ز�3د -�K�b A�� �3&+ ر-X �س�ه�%ه -� ا �ًK�b �����  % .�49س' آ�+ ر7&س� 

 s��3ل  رأسو���� ا�سL5 واآ�� ا��س�ه�&' -&ه .�آ+ ��4رX3 ا�C&��/ Z3CUن د3��ر 132ر3 ا�رد����ل #
�س&+ /ا\صCل >دارةا\س%��eر3+ ����	��ن ا\;%����  14ر865آ3C%&+ ا +��(���N+  9ر�#027��N+ وا��Rسس+ ا�#

>���س&+ / و���د ا���س&+ /#���N+ و�س' آ�ه  8ر��721ا
� ا����N+# 7ر��451ا
� ا�.  
� #�s ر#ح ا��#X ا�ول �' هTا ا�)�م �����&Cن د3��ر �Tات ا��#X �'  5رC&��201ن د3��ر ��D#�  3ر008و#حسI #&���ت ا
 �S����3�z+ ���3ان ا X7داC���&Cن د3��ر �Tات ا�K%�ة �' ا�)�م  C&��499ن د3��ر ��D#�  632ا�)�م ا����S ، آ�� أن ا

�%�� b<ل ا�)�م ا����S إ�A 4ر7+ا����S آ�� ارZ(K) ا��C;Cدات #�س� +N���#984  L�� XK)ر آ�� ار����&Cن د3
  .��&Cن د3��ر C&��593ن د3��ر إ�A 497ا�%س5&<ت ا\7%���&+ ا����.�ة �'
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� �� �س�%ه ��s % 2,59و��3� آ�#&%�ل #�����&�ر د3��ر ��ا
�  �25' رأس��ل ا����ف ا�ه�� ا�)�ا
� ا��C-8ع وا
  .�&Cن د3��ر أرد��� 4,15أي �� 3)�دل 

 

� ا��
	 ا���آ�ي��� 	
  ح�ل آ�ب���ل ب


�ن  - ا��أي  -���ن CJ +&ر أ�C%8آ�� ا���آ�ي ا���� ا���ل ا�رد�� هC  إدارة
�ار �� ���  أن
�ل �ح�-P ا�#
� ا���آ�ي أ ا�ردن(N�W' ا��س%H# '3��eن  إ.�رات(�ح&ح� ، وI�3 أن 3)�W  إ;�اء���
��Cن وأن 
�ارات ا +�و دو

  . أي ;5+ ر
�#&+ ا�85ف ���5 ���ح+ ا�JC' أو ���ح+ ا��س�ه�&' وا��Cد�&' 
� ا���ل �
�ن ا�%Hآ&A�� 8 أن #CJ رC%8آ��+ -&ه ���&+ وأن  ا�رد��و;8د اC&س��� س�&L و�سI ا�� XSو �-

س&)�W و  رةا>داا\�Dس�م -� ���  إ�A إ�S-+ص�-+ آ�ن اس%��اره�  إدار3+ا�%�ازي �%�ح&ح �?���Kت  ا>;�اء
 A�� ظ�Kح��C��Dن ه� ا�# ��� و#W�&)+ ا�ح�ل ��A ا��Cد�&' وا��س�ه�&' و��;)&%���� �����A�� �GR3 ا�XSC ا

 �b8%3 وري أن�	�� ا���آ�ي أن �' ا����� -8D و;8 ا�%��ح و�CDق ا��Cد�&' وا��س�ه�&' و#����.  
U� �38� س&<وي���ة ا�)�#&+ S |����# '�S&2 و�Cار وأ�Sف ا��ح�-�D� �- P#�+ أ;�اه� ا���&� س)8 ا
 I%

 ��-&� :أ�&�� ا���آ�ي -� (�ح&ح ا�و�Sع m&�  إ�Aاس%�8  إ���إن ا��Dار ���ا�C��Dن ا�Tي R3آA�� 8 دور ا
 +#�
��24 ���5 ���&�ت اU) �%��  يا��Dار ا�T\ ر;)+ �' .. و
�ل . ا��ح&ح+ ا���� +%#�e�;�ء �%X� �DK ا�س&�س+ ا

�س&@ �X ا�ح�CU+  إ�Aو�ZK  ��ا�ردا���آ�ي %��%�4ور وا�# T?)ار ا�D�  .أن ا
 Z
C��%��ح �A�� +&�� +�U4 ا�ح� �4&�ا -� ذات ا L
�K%) ء أن�Wb~��' �س�ح  ��أن ا�ردن ر�I  إ�Aوأآ8 أ�

 U(� ا&����س%3��e' و +���S ه� +#�
��  .وI��3 #�\س%��eر وأن ا
  يإدارو  �Cآ�Zو
�ل ان ا��CSCع هCSC� Cع U(��&سZ .?�&+ أو �bص+ #� ��A ا +&	D�-Dط \ m&� ، وا

   ا>دارة�ح' �U' ��	�ء ������   .�س' آ�ه آ� ا�%�ام و(�38D  ا>دارةور7&
�س�+ ��# XSC��&+ آ�� آ�ن ��&ه ا�� Zس&�� ا���ل �# +&	D- اء�%��� ا�� ا���ل (?%�2 آ�&� �' #�# +&	
و
�ل ان 

� ا��%�اء وا���Dر�+ ه����&سZ صح&ح+  ���ه 
�ل . U��U) L' و�&8ة أ�  إدارةأس��ب �� ���  أن ���� وإ���ا
 X� +(#�%���C() �5د ��54 �' اC�-إدارة  ��� X3+ و�T&K�%�� ا����L ��8  إدارةا ���U� ����� و�X ر7& ا���ا

 ��)�[�>� X� ����
�ن أن . #38< �' ا�ح� �]�ا �)8م اس%��#+ اCJ رC%8آ�CU3ن ه��ك (س�ع -� ا��Dار #� و�AK ا
 'U3 L���ح و) L� �5�U�� #�� X� A.��%3 ���دئ  ا�ح�CU+(سCSC� +3Cع  #�>��Uنس�Dه �ح�و\ت �8ة ���-� ا

 ��(Sا�ز�+ آ�ن -)�\ وو X� ����&+ ا
%��د3+ و()����� +&�ا�حCآ�+ ا��.&8ة ، �ح' ا�&Cم �%)��� �X (8ا�&�ت أز�+ ��
'� �&eU��س�+ �� ا�K%�ة أ3	� -%�ة ��;+ ور#�� ه��ك ��Cص 
���C&+ و��;)&+ 
��Y� +&�C  ��%�ز #��T�ا�8ول 

  .�CSCع ��-� أو �Y ��ف ا�C��Dن 
  أنو
�ل 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  +�����8ة س%+ أ.�5 ور#�� (�b �5��� '� �5%<ل إدارة +%
R� ة�%K� Z���Kت ��  إذا.3�5'  �&�?���� (L (�ح&ح ا
�� +��(�� ا���ل 85�3 �)8D ا�N&5+ ا�  . ;838 إدارة\�%?�ب ���  ا�رد��س�ه�� #
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��ة وا
��,(+�) (��)'رد %&�ر%�د(./
  �+ 1 دا�0ة ا
&�آ�ت ا
  

� أن  - ا��أي  -���ن ���� س%��8رد (�4ر(�د ا�ردن �' إJ<ق دا�7ة ا��4آ�ت ا��z&�ة وا��%CسW+ و�3ى ا�أ��' #
س�X&�; �- �(3 أ�ح�ء ا�8ول ا���4رآ+ -� ��]�+  ا��z&�ة وا��%CسW+ وا�Tي C�� 8543ا ا��Rسس�ت
�Wع 

 '� �eأآ �- L58 أس
 +&��%���(| ا��ح�� ا>;����، و#&' ان  55ا�%)�ون ا\
%��دي وا� 70-60-� ا���7+ �' ا
��(| ا��ح�� ا>;���� -� ا���8ان ��8  ا��%CسW+-� ا���7+ �' اC&و��&ه س �b8��?K	+ ا��ا��b8 وا���8ان ا

60-70 ���
���Wت -� ا Lا�ردن، �&� (س�ه �- ��(� 80ا��z&�ة وا��%CسW+ #حCا��  ا��Rسس�ت7+ �' -�ص ا
���+ ا�رد�&+، ;��ً< �' 
�Wع ��ا��z&�ة وا��%CسW+ ا�ح�L �ح�آ� أس�س&�  ا��Rسس�ت-� ا���7+ �' ��+ ا

��C ا\
%��دي ا��س%8ام -� ا�ردن��.  
� س%�����T&Kي %��8رد (�4ر(�د -� ا�ردن إن إJ<ق دا�7ة (?%� #?�8+ ا��4آ�ت و
�ل ;�Kي #Cآ���ن، ا���38 ا
 A�� �&���-س&+ -� �� هQT ا�]�وف  اس%��ارا��z&�ة وا��%CسW+ -� ا�ردن هC د%�أدا7�� ا�CDي و()��3 
8ر(�� ا

+�(��  .''ا
��%�U&' و-� و
Z \�@ �' هTا ا�)�م، س%854 دا�7ة ا��4آ�ت ا��z&�ة وا��%CسW+ -� ا�ردن ا���83 �' ا �3�(%

 A�إ��3د ا�ح�Cل ��)�<ء و��8bت ا�4��Uت ا�8و�&+ �صح�ب ا���4رX3 ا��ح�&&'، ��� 3%&ح �L5 ا��Kص+ ��CصCل إ
 �5� �&e� \ +D3�W# �5%�
  أ�Cا�L5 و��ا
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APPENDIX (5) 

 

Understanding Each Other… can it be done? 

 

Reflecting on my professional life where I get to meet and train many bank credit officers and 
Small & Medium-size Enterprise owners/managers and leveraging my previous experience 
as a banker and small business owner, I came to realize that the main challenge bankers 
and SME owners face is the lack of understanding each other’s needs.  Efficient and 
effective communication is where it all breaks down.  Many business opportunities and 
potential income are lost for both banks and businesses.  

 

Of course there are two sides of the coin with each having their own prospective.  I have 
personally heard on many occasions from bankers that they downright despise dealing with 
and handling SME accounts because of the lack of understanding the bank’s needs and 
procedures.  Not only are SMEs weak in areas that concern the bank, but bankers are 
deeply concerned that SME owners/managers lack basic managerial and financial 
knowledge to adequately run or sustain their businesses.  

 

Banks complain that business owners do not keep or provide banks with even the minimum 
required financial documents that are routinely requested. They continue, SME owners hone 
in on getting the money and turn a blind eye on trying to understand bank policy and/or even 
central bank rules and regulation; all of which banks must follow. They explain that SMEs 
are willing to do anything to get the money and even go as far as to lie, present doctored tax 
documents and manicured financial statements.   

 

The other side of the coin, SMEs see things differently. They would like bankers to treat 
them with respect and explain the procedures to them or actually train them on how banks 
operate. They fear bankers and do not like to show them the actual financials or even 
consult with then on new business ideas. They think bankers will steal their ideas and 
personally benefit from them.     

 

Ultimately, both sides should work on developing better relations and seek to understand 
each others. Banks should reinvent themselves and enact policies and procedures that are 
customized to fit SMEs where they are not treated like big corporate customers. Also, SME 
owners/managers must respect bank procedures and requirements.  At the end, banks are 
entrusted with people’s deposits and savings.   

 

The following table illustrates some of the key points of both sides of the coin.  It highlights 
how each side thinks and offers suggestions on how to improve communication.   
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SMEs Banks 

Do not have or keep proper financial 
statements   

Require proper financial statements for their 
analysis 

Do not know how to prepare the required 
financials  

Do not help SMEs prepare the financial 
statements  

Feel inferior once entering the bank  Premises are not SME-friendly  

Think that banks are out to get them  Do not explain the importance of their existence 
to SMEs  

Afraid of the tax authorities  Need accurate tax reports for analysis  

Think of short-term relationships   Like to establish long-term relationships  

Think of getting the money and not how to pay 
it back 

Like to give the money, but need to know how 
and when it will be repaid in a timely manner 

Do not teach themselves or improve their 
banking knowledge   

Do not train or educate SMEs on how bank 
procedures work 

Do not have a lot of collaterals and do not like 
to give it 

Ask for and require a lot of collaterals 
(securities) and do not pay high emphasis on 
cash flow projections 
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APPENDIX (6)    

Article Discussed During The Focus Group  

 

 

  :ا��
�ك���ات ا����ل و

�0� $�� ���! 1�
�� $9� �� ���!��� ����
"� ������>� ����!��  L����	 "8	��"  ! $���>�  ���� �0
"� .� �!��
��	
 1���>� �����! ���   ���� ���&�!
 1
�� $������ $!($���>�  1����>�  2!�	�� �� $�!�
 �"� $!�("�

�������  ���N���! , $!�!"���� ��&�
��
��  �*+�� -�� ���� ����� $!"( /��0
 �� �������  ���N���! 2!�	�� ���
. 

  ���� ���
 $	�0���	!$���>�  ��!;
 ���
�����/  8��;�� $���
�/�����  �"� $!�("� 9���
��.   �"� O���
�� /


 �@!����! $������  /�&�!
 1
�� P .��& 4�; /
!����>� �!� ��!�;�� �"�  ���� �� %$���>�  ��; �� 2��!

2!�	��.  

  

����� 1� ���
�� �"&�  ��� 1��I��12  P2007    ���� ���&�!
 1
�� $������ =��	 1+
�
 ��$���>�  1�

$�!�
�� �"� $!�(�� , /!0
� $	 O���
��	�I��  �"�  $*��	��! $!"(�� 4�;���5:�	 ���  �������!  ������� �������

����!
 H&�!��   ���� B��$���>�  Q�� $��	H�(��! $���>�  !� '(	�� �� 1� %!� /�� $��	%�O&<	 B��� 
7�;0�� ��! =�R�� �� ����� Q��
� �"&��� ��.  

   

����	�� 1� ,������� ����� ������� ��� ,��� �  ����! �"! #�$"&!�� "�� �� '�( �)*� �!������ +( �,�"��
 +( ������ -��!��� ���  ������ ��.�� �,�"���� /	� �!0�1 � : ��J 1� ���!� �� 6���� 6���	� 1+�2007 

 , L����	 /�@ "8	�� " �"� ���	
�� .�O!
	23  ���0��� 2!�	��  9���
 �S+(� ��  ����	!  ��!"�� .�& ���	 2�	

�� �� �S+(��� -� �� ��5�
0��� �	�� ��! /&(�� �;�!
�! 6��R�  ���N���  ��$���>� �����  �	(��! . ;0�

10  2!�	
 ��� ���	
��� �� .�  	!�&B�� ���  $!�!�����  ����
�� 8*�0(��)  ����	 �@9� �� �� ���	 /!0��

$���>�  L����	 ����0
 �"� �%��	"8	��:("  

-  2!�	�� .��& (5!� �*+�� -� .� $���
"� ������
��.  

-  2!�	�� .��& ��� � �"����(� ���
 =�
0��� A�& ��(�� �� ��5�
0��� .� ��") �� /�I�� (��� .�  ��	


�� ��& $�"@  9���
"� ��(!����� %����� ���. 

-  $����� A�& Q�� ��	 =!�0�� �S+(� ��  ����	 /���� ���!

 � 2!�	�� /S��) ��!� �I��.( 

-  ��	
�� ���N��� ���
�
 6��(� ��0�!�
 ����� /���� A�� 2!�	�� /S�� /�� $��	 /&(�� �;�!
�! 6��R��  
  ����!$���>� Q�� $��	. 

- /&(�� �;�!
�! 6��R���  ���N��� ����
! ��!�
 1� 4!5! /�� �&!�.  
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#2��� �3���� 4��5��� ����6�� ���$ �)*� �����!:  

-  ���  �"� 2!�	�� /S������� �� �	(����� Q�+��! 7�;0�� ��.  
- �� �I��  �&�!
 1
��  �@!���� 8�@�
 /�S�! ����� /*�!@ �!&! /�� H	�	 $�!�
 �"� 7�;0�� �� $!�(

)5�!. 

-  ���	
�9� ��5���� 2!�	�� .��& ���  ��� A�&�� $���� O��(�� �!&! /��=��@�  6��R���  ���N���

/&(�� �;�!
�!. 

-   ����� �(!����� =!�0�� �	�� ��  ��!"�� /�@ ;0� �(�! 2�	$���>�  ��1���&� � �S+(� =!�0�

! /&(�� �;�!
�! 6��R���  ���N�"� �(!����� 1� 0.50.% 

-  �"� ���	��� =!�0��  �&
�� �� �(5�!  ��!"�� 2�	 �� /�0� /�A��� A�&��. 

-  �� �(�! 2�	$�� 10  2!�	  ���� �*+� �(!����� =!�0�� ���� 1� ��!��!  9���
 /�0�$���>�. 

-  �� �(�! 2�	$�� 10 /���  ��!"�� /�@ 2!�	 2006 �0
 ��� ���9� �� ��	
/  ��200  6��� �� H";
$����  $	�0�250  $�&� ��$���>� . �"� �0��!��� /
2  !  ����"� H";10 $�&�"�. 

  

�7 ������� �������, ( ����� �.�� �"! #�.0�1 �  �"���+��� �  ������� 0����� ���6 8 �������!) �1�2
+����� -�!�� ( ;�"���� ��	! ;�������/  �!�����0�17  +( ���������� �  2�! 1� ����O( ���2007 
 ��	 2���!444 6��� ,����
�� L*�
���  ��	
:  

- 4 % ��!� .�
&� ��$���>�  ������ �� /�.  

- 73 %  �	(��  ������ ��$���>� ���� ����. 

- 48 % .� ��$���� ����� ���"� 1�  ������. 

- 65 %��� -� ��+S!� ��%����� �� /�  ���N. 

- 6 % ��$����  ��!�  �������I��  ��100,000  �� ��!� �����:� ��!��. 

- 39 %  ���� ��$���>�  ������ 7�;0	 �"R
�� ,20 %! �+�+���  ������� 1�15 % �"�&�� 6��&
 1�

�*O&
��!. 

- ��   ����� $���� A��<
 6�� $���$���>�  �� ��O�6  �!��. 

-   ���� /S���>�$��  4!��

 1
��  �	���� �� /�/������  ��	 ��25 – 44 /��. 

- 66.2 %  ���� ��$���>� 8!� ��� .�
&� ��"� 1���� $�N� �"�  9��(. 

- 61 %  ���� ��$���>�  �&!O
� ,60 % /���� /�����!� , $�@ ��( 1�12 % /�����  �!&!��!>� 

$���� 8���. 

-   ���� /S��$���>� *� $��	 ���
�� $�� ���� �� /���� A��! ������� �� ��!
��� $���� �"� 1��

��J. 

 ��� ��S�!   ������ $�!�
 ����� �������>������:  
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- 27 % �*�!� �� �!��I
��������� . 

- 21 % ���� ����� �!���
��$�!�W�. 

- 14 %=��
@�� 8��; �� . 

-   ���� /S��$���>�  $�!�
� ��&��� ����� �!���
�� /��������. 

 �������  ��	! ����� ��$� ����� '2��� +���0�1 � ����$�� <�3 ��1 #""2��� +��� -��� #�1 0�
!:  

������  �@!����  :  

-  �"� $!�(��$�!�>� $�!�
��! .  

-  %�	�����! %���� $I� ������  ����"� ������� �+"���(... 

-  �������  ������� Q0������:�!. 

- ��  �@9� %��	 1� ��5$��. 

-  �!&! /��$!�� )29�� (  ���0��� $I�15��>�!. 

- ����!0��!  �����
��. 

��� $�!�
�� Q�
 1
��  �@!���� ,1"� ��� 1��:  

- =��
@�� �+"� 7�+
��.  
-   ���0�
 �%��&� $�!�
�� �"� $!�(��. 

- =!�0��	 �0"�
���  ����	��!  ��!"���� =!�,. 

- �����  ����5 �!&! /�� H	�	 $�!�
�� =��. 

- 6���� =�0�� �	��; �!�. 

-  �"� =�0�� �	��;  �����  	I� X���
 �!&! /��6���� $���>� . 

-   ����� �!&! /��6���: $���>�  

  

 ��S�  '�( $(�� �"� O���
��	 %�	�� 6�!�5 ��
0	���� ��
��������  �"� $���� H&�  ��0
�� 1� $������ /S��

 1� %�	�� H&�  ����� 2��� 2��! ��(�5!
���	��� �  ����$���>� . 6��0�� %��	 1� ���
�� �"&� �!� 1
<� ��� ��
!  ���� B�� ������� �������$���>�  �����>�  �(�� $!�!"����>�  ������� �����5:�	 ���  1
�� 6O����� �!�&��

$�&��� �� 1� ��������! ���;!��  ��S����!  ���N��� ���	
 .  

  

����	�� 1� , /���� �� ����� ;����0�1 � ���.�� =� ��1 ������ ����6�� 01 ��*��!  ������� 1� ��!
 =�
0��� 1� ����!
 H&�!��)������� 6���&�� ����� (=�0�� �"� $!�(�� �� ���
� �
(:  

 )";�� 1��������� 4���2�� !�  ���� ������(� ������� 6%9���	 ,��� $�N
 1
��  ��!0���! ������� 1�! Q�!� 
 ���
*�� �"� $!�(��! 1����� $���
"� 6������)=!�0�� ( 2!�	 ��!�  �����  ���N�B���. 1� ������� -� /��!:  
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1 C ������ ��1 4��.�� : 8"� 1� 6��0��� 1�! �����:� �������� ��&�!�!  ���O
��� .�� $&� �� $����! .
 =�0����)�	��!�������  ���N���! 2 ( ������ ��	 ���� X���
! 7!����� -��!�� ��� ��0��� 8��
�� ���(


 ���! =�@ �"� $!�(��	 �0	�� �	�&
 2��� $� 2��! ������  ���� X���
 .� H���
� $�! 8��
�� ��

 ���N�"� -���� /
!� Q���>�  ���� ����� �&!� $�! ���"� ���*�0��B���  ���( 1� ���"� 7!&��� ����

 Y��!;�� $�( 1� 6��@ /�� 7!����� 1��� ;;����! /O9�� ��0��� 8��
�� ���!
.  

 6��!
��� $���� ����� ���(
! ����� ��� /���� ���>  ���O
��� ����� 7!���:  

-  ��"� ���
��� H&�!�� 1��*��� ������ �!��! ���N��� �����
 1
�� ;�����!  ��"���� �� L
���� $����

 ���O
��� ����� .��� �IN��� $��!������� 6���
� $���� �� �"� 6: 

•  6%�+�6���:� ���N��� �"� ���*�0��!.  

• ����	��! ��0�!�
�� �!�&��. 

•  �&
���� 6�!&. 

• %9���� ���� 6�!& 

• ����>� �������� B!
��! 

•  ����!���) /O"
�� ��	 ���N��� �!O
 1
��  ��&��/��
:  ��"��Z�
��!  ����O!
!  ������! ."���

 $�!"���� �
������	������ �����! 6�!&��!  @!��	 2".(  

-  .�	 �� L
���� $����$!�� ���N���  ��!&!�! , 7!&�"� ���� !�!���� Y��!;�� ���( 1�. 

-   ��& �� �����  ���O
�� ����� =��
@��B���  .5! �!��
! 6�!;��� B!
�� �"� $�� ��N� !�!

���N���. 

  

2 C 0��� >7� :�� 7!����� H(�� ������ ���0� !�! ���!�� 7!����� 1� ������� , 6�;����� ���0� ��

7!����� H(�� ��"�(
� 1
�� . �����  ���N�! 2!�	 �� �!5�0����B���  �S�
���  ������ /&(
 ��&!
 $	@  7!����� H(�� ��"�(
� 1
�� 6�;����� ���0� ��! 7!����� 1� 7!����� H(�����/�  H";�

 =�@!� ����� �(�� �
( ,�  ��O ��"��7!����� H(�� �����  �����!�� ������  $	 ��"� 7!����� 1�

��@�  1� �
�@�;4�&��  ��"� ���*�0��! 7!����� 6�!� �!�
 1��
��	! 7!�����$5��   ���N��� B��

��5��@��. 

  

3 C ���?��:  ����<�; $I�
 1�!����5� =�0�"� ,�[�  8�0(
	 7!����� )"+� /�����>�  8"�� /�! 6!&����
��
�� ���� 2��� �!��  ���O
��� ����� H!";��� ��0��� 8B���  7!&��� ������� ���N���! 2�	"� �������� 

 $��(
�/���!�� . 2���7�!��  ����5�� �� : $I� �������  ����5��� �\�   �������!  ���0���! 1��	���!

 �!O����!).*�5	�� ( ������  9� �!�
����  7!&�"� =�0�"������ .��� �������  ����5�� , �!�
 6����

 =�
0��� �� ��
 $�( 1� ����"� ������� 6��0�� ����! �!��� Q�� ���+�1"�>� ������ . 

���� ������� ����!  ����5�� 1� ����
�� ;!���� ��!
 6�!�5 �"� =�0��� .";
� 6���:  
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• �����0
 ��!�� : )�� /
� '�( ����5�� ���@ ���(
 1� ��!���� �� ���@ �� %O& $I�
 ���0	 =�0��

����5�� ���@ =�+���  �
 $�( 1� ���J ]��� 2��� �!�� �
( ����5��.  

• ���0��	 ���0
���. 

•  ����5�� ���"� $0� ��!����� =�0���. 

• ����	! ��"��
 ��!�� , 7�&�
�� �� =�0��� ���� ��� ��	 ���
��! ����5�� .�	 1� ������ ��

$�!�
�� ���@. 

4 C ;��)��: !7!����� �"� ��	�! ���	� ��I<
 ���! 7!�����	 �;�(� �!�S �� =�0��� �� �S�� �� 1� ,
9I��:  

• 7!����� ��� $��� ��� 7�;0��	 ;�(
 1
�� �����
@�� �!�S��.  

• ����>� 8�!�>�! -���@ �"� �IN� ��� 2"�
��"� �(�
��� $*��	��! �������! �������� B!
��!. 

• �� ����!0��!  �����
��1����� 7�;0�� /�(
 1
. 

• ����!
 B��! /���� ��!� �����. 

5 C ���	
��: =�0��� ��� ��!�
 ��� 7�	;��� !�! , $� ��(� 7�	;��� ��! ��  �(��	 ���& Q��
  �+��� �� D� /� ���
*����@9�>�  ���!"���!���5:�	 ���  �	�
����  �������! 6�	���! ��"����  9�N���

 ��	� �!� H�"
 6�!��� -� ���(
 1����5:�	 ���  �0	�� =�0�� H��; )�� /
 $�! 1���
*�� X���
��

 -���� /�! �5�@!� ������	 /O
�� . ��"��!��  =�
0��� ����� �!�
 1� �IN
���  2�	 �� =�0���!� 
�����  ���N�.  

�� $����! ��
����! 1���
*�� ���0�� 1� ��	� �I� ��� $��!���! ������� -�  ��
�!� �� /�(� ��5�
0�� ��	

���5:�	 ���  $�!�
� =�@ �"� $!�(��	 1���
*�� ��	"; ���!� ���(
�������.  

�5�� �
�� �� '(	�� $	@ ��"� ���+
��! �!@!�� H&�! $��	�&:�!  ���"*�>� ����
��  +��� <2��7 �"�@�� ���*�  
 ��?��.�)��$ ��!��3 (0��� <�3! #�.��� 0!$:  

 �� 2�	� $�!�
 H";	 /�0
�� $	@ /����!�  ����� ���N���  $������+�� H�(�<�  7!���!�  6����"*�>�  '�( ����
��

 =�	 ���(
 �� ��*��	� ���
�"*�>�  �������(;��H  ���!�5 ��
����! /&(�� �;�!
�! 6��R��� .�������

2"���:  

 0�6���0� � : 0A@�� B0���� �2��! ����(  

@���  �
 �"� 2����
 ����� �� 1� 6����  ����� ���	�&:� $�N��� �� �"� , ���(
 $I�2����� ,�����  2
���O��

��0��� 8��
�� ��*�@! .�[�   ���$�!�>�  8�0(
� 1+�
 7!����� ��� 6�!�����2�����  ����	 8�0(
� 1+�
 �
( !�
 ��0��� 8��
�� �<�  $�!�
"� �&�(	  ��!�  �"�$@>� A�� �"(���� -� 1� ,��� ��  2"
  ���$�!�>�  ���! 1+�
 �

 8�0(
 1� 2������ ���� ��O���2�����  �� ��O��� 8��
!$�!�>�  �@ =��
@��� =�0��  ����! 2+����� 1+��

$(�� �!��.  

  

+����� 0�6��� :B'?���$� <2���� C�!�� �A �  
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�	; �"� �%��	 �5��
@� H&�!�� ^"	��� ���@ �"
�
$���� �� , ��	 ��!
� 1
��! �*O&
�� .�		 8"�

 1
�� $����� 9I��

 1��!( ^"	��� ���@ �!�
� �!O��75 %���N��� �!O�� ���@ �� . ���� $��
! ��*�@ ���N���  ��� .���  ���( 1�

 ��	
� 1
��! 6���&��  �������������  Z�
(
!���  �S��� /
�� $�!�
��� &�� �����! $���� ���	; �����
@�� B!�
 ��!��������5:�	 ���  ���0���  ����5�� ���@ 2��! $���� A�� 1� $���� H(�� �������� _ �&! . ��� /������ 

;	5��	 �"�!�
 H!";��� ^"	��� ���0� ������ 7!����� H�(�<� �!��.  

  

D����� 0�6��� : E���7 ����� BC�!��  

���5:�	 ��� ����� =�0�� ���@ �����,  H&��� �� �&�(�� �
� ���� , 9I������  Z�
(����  Z�
(
 6���& ��J %���

( ��! 2�	�� �� ���� ^"	�� ��	 �!�
� ��� ��
&�5 9I� �!�� , =��
@�� �!���$5��  $�(
� � �
( �&�(�� ���

 �����
����5� =�0��  ���� ����� ����� 9�� ����( 7!����� 80(� � �@ 2�� .  

  

� 0�6���8!��� : E���@� 0A���  C�!+(�?�B-�F ��� B  

 H&� 7!��� �� 1���  ]��� .5! /
�1��5�  7�+
�� $I� Y��; �� ��&�!�� �"���! �������� 1�����>� !� 

 /���� ��!��� 7�;0��!�  H"; ��&�!�  ��(� �
(1��5� 9�� ��% ���N��� , �	��	 ]����� �� $I� �!�� �� 6���!

 ��	 �� 4!��

10 – 15 %���0�� ��.  

  

  

>�	�� 0�6��� : 0����� �"� E���� +��� 4��*�� +A �)��.��(B  

 =�	$���>�  Z�
(
$�!�� �����  ��
� $I� 6���@  ��
+� $���� ����!� ��&�!�� .$���� B���  $�!�
�� Z�
(

 %��� $I� �"�!;  �
+�$!��  �� �\� +
 �"�!;  ��
� �"� ��"�!�
  /
� 1��	�! ���  �!�� ����� 8!$�W�  ��

6���@ 6�
+	 ������ ���� � ��& ��+
�� ���@.  

  

>����� 0�6��� :B��.�� ����! #�$G@� ;��  

=�
0���! =�0�"� ��& ���� �;0��� -� , 2�	���!�  ���� ��+�� ����� ����� 7!���"� ��!���� ������� ���N���

=�0�� , 9I����  A�� $�!�
� =��
@��	  �@ ���� =�
0���� $������  $(��� $9� =�0�� ����� /
�� ��� ����
 $���� A��<
!� /�� ��	 �
( .���  ��!;
� =��
@�� $�( 1�2����� , =�0��� /�����  =�0�� /����� ��� ����

  �&��
(� ����� �0��� �� ���O� ���!
	2�����  2��!;��@� =�0��.  

  

8!���� 0�6��� :(���� ���$ +A �BH�.��� &  
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 ������� /*�!0�� �(� 1� ��$�� 3  /*�!@)��0��� 8��
�� ��*�@! $���� ��*�@! ����O���� .(��  1� ��0��� 8��
�� ��*�@

 �	�I�	%!	
��  7!���"� ��0��� 8��
��	!� ���N��� ,  ���	��� �� L
����! ���N��� )���� ��0��� 8��
�� ���(
 /
��!� 

 �!���� $��(
)  ���	�����"&\ (2� ��	 80(
�� 1
�� 6�
+��! .���5:�	 1��  ��&�
(
 1
�� ^��	��� 1� �� 2�
 ���N���!�  /��0"� 7!����������<	 /�� ��!� %��� �� , ������������  1
�� �������� �� ����,! ��"�R�
!

 !	�
 ��� )	���!  ���	��� 8�0(
� ��&�
(
���� .  

��  ��0��� 8��
�� ��*�@ ����� �!&! ����� �����  ���N� �� =��
@9� ;;� 2���  ��� �� ����! ��& /��

  �������! 7!�����! ���N�"� ������� 6��0��  	I
 ����� 8*�I!!  9&������:� �	�(�> ��"� ���*�0��!.  

  

����
�� /���� �� !0��
@ I���7�  0�����)����$��(  $*��	�� .��& 4�;!H�(�>  ��������>�!$  �!�
 �@ '�(

 $��	 �	���� $*��	�� =�	$5��  ��!�&��B���!  ��!�&�� �	����B���:  

  6�� 2���7�!�� !� $����  $!�(� ��! H������! ��
0;�� 1� �	 $!����� ��
��� /����� 1� $�!�
�� ����  �� ��� �0	;�

 .��&� 6�*�� �����;>�:  

1 C 2!�	�� �� ���&
�� =��
@�� : !�!�I�>� ��!��P  6��� 6��� �!��!���@ $�&J ,$&\� $�!;! ;�!
� .

 �&�(�� �!�
���  ����!��� �!�S�� ��&�!�� $�!�
��!�  ��!;
! .�!
"� �
($���>� .��  -� ���� ����
 �� L
�� ��0� 8��
 �� 7!����� -��!� �� 1� =!�0��$���� 7!�����. 

 1
<
$����  6���
� $�!�
�������! :  

• �5 $	�0� =!�0�� ����5 �!�	 =!�@!  ���.  

•  6�(�!�� ������ =!�@!�   ������ 6���
�)����� ,���	� ,��!��! ��!�� ��� .( 

• 6��!��� =!�0�� !� ��O�� 6��(� =!�0��. 

• ���0� 6�*�+�� ��!���! 6�*�+�� ��@��
� =!�@. 

•   ����
��� $I� 6��&
�� $�!�
� ����� $!"( 9�����! ����,!.  

2 C � ���&
�� =��
@������	 ��, ��5��@� �����  ���N� � : �"
�
 ���! 2!�	�� �� =��
@�� �<� ���<�

�����  H	�	  �!����! 6�*�+����  ��� ��;!��!  ���N��� -�  �	";
�=��@:�  6�;��� $�(

! �"
�

 �
(! 2!�	�� �� �	������ 
���� ����
 �"
�� 1��
��	! ���I� 2!�	�� ��	 /
�
 � )*��� ���
�
 ��
�&
��! ��

����� )*��� .� ��"���
 ��� ��"�(

 1
�� �;����� �"� �%��	. 

3 C  �;��!	 =��
@�������  ���  ����)8��!� ����� :( ��& �� ���� �� �	��,����[	  !�  ���� �!��  ���

 ������ �"� ��!���  ������ -� �!�
 �� 6���! ���&(! ��
���� 1� 8!��� �� 6���	� =��
@9�
!�� �!�
 �� 6���! 1������! 1�;$�!�>� 6��	� �	!";���. 

  �	�&  ������ -� $I� �!�
 � '�( 8�;�� -� /��
�
 � /&(�� �;�!
�! 6��R���  ������Q���W� 

 ����������I
�9�  ���� )��5��@�.(  
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4 C  $�!�
$���>�  8��; ������� /��� ���"� : ������ 1� ��& %���� $!�� ��/�*�;��!  ������ 1� ��(

 -� /���
��!$�!�>�  $�!�
 1�$���>�  �� ����,! .�!
��!����>�  =��
@��	 %�!� ��0�0(
 ������!� 

-��,.  
5 C 1"����� =��
@�� : !�!��  .���� �"� ����!��� .� 8�+
�� /
�$&�  �� �!�� �� �	��,!30  ���90  /!�

I� /���� ��!��� /���
�� �� 7!����� ���� ������N�"� ��0��� 8��
�� .� /*9
� ��	 ������ /
�! ������
! 9. 

   �� $��$����  1� 1"����� $�!�
����  ���N��� $��� /!0�7���[	  ��(� ����! !� ����5� $���� �� ^"	�

�"��� ������
�� , �*�!� ���!
! �����I
�� �
( !� ���9R
�� ��!�� 7!���"� ��!� ���4�	��!  ��&�!��

�������� �������.  

6 C 1"�!�
�� ��&<
�� : ��$����  ���0��� ������ �<	 �"
�� ���! �����  ���� �!&! 1� =!�0�� �	��! $�!�
��

$@� ����	�� 1� . ^"	� .�� ��� �0��� ����� 1� 29
��� �� $����� ���
 1"�!�
�� ��&<
�� 1� �!0��� =�	

����. 

7 C  �"*����%�@��>�!. 

8 C  $�!�
 ����� �!&!  ���N� $I� ���!�(! �����=��@:�  ���;0�� =�	 1� ����
���. 

9 C  �"� �%��	 )�� )��
 ������  ��&! ���;!  ���N� �!&!A��  ����� ��&!� ����� ���!@!����� ���;!. 

  

 /���� ���5�� ����� <�!� � ���.�� �(�� ����
��  H�
�
! �����+
 $!�(����@��!� ���� 6���	 ��
�����!:  

2���  �� ��I���H�	�>� =!�@ �"� $!�("� ���0
���  �	";�� !� =!�0�� =��
 ���9� �� 1
�� . �� ����	!

 .5� �*;����  ���0
���H�	�>� �I�>� ��!��:  

- �(�(�! �(5�! �����
@� B!�& ����� �!&! /�� : .������� ���(  1� �����
@� B!�& ����� �!&! ��

��  ������!  ���N��� $�!�
 !� 7!���"� $	 ��"�!�
�� ���N�"� ;0� A�� /�	�(��! �5�� , ������

 H&� �����
@�� B!�&����  %��	���! ����+�� �� ��� !� �
( ���� $+R� 1
�� H��!&�� �� ��I��� 1;R


������<	  ����� �� 1
��!��*�0	�  �	 1����>� .  

 �!�� �� ;0� A��! ��& /�� �����
@�� B!�&�� �(�! �@� �������
@� B!�& 2��� , 2!�	�� B�
 1��
��	!
 ��	 1��
��	! ������� !� B!�&��  ��;�� �(�  /�� H	�	 6��I�  �	"; =��
 �������  ���N���!

$�+"� �0��; 1� 7!����� �� �!�� �� �	��,! .@�!�� �� 7!�����.  

- =�0�� ���@ �� $@�  ����5�� ���@ : ��"�!�
��  ���N���! 2!�	�� /S�� �� ��� ����5"� ��& ��O! .5


 ���0�� �"� �IN
 1
�� $��!��� �� ��I�! ��
��@! ��
��(! ����5�� .5! ����� /
�! �����
*�� ��
����
1���
*�� . =�0�� )�� /
� �� =��
@9� �	!";��� ���0�� 1;R
 ���@  � ���0��� ����5�� ��
 /� ���

 ���
��� ��� �� ����!1���>� � -� �"�����5�.  

$�>�  �"� ���	� �����
*�� ������� �!�
 ��A�� ��0��� 8��
�� $I� �����
*� ,������ �"� �	,���! 6��0�� ,

1���
*�� X���
�� ,A��  1� 6��!
���  ��	���! $����6���:�  ���� 1� ����5�� �!�
 ��!����  %!&"����� 

 8�0(
 �� 7!����� $�� �������>� ��� 6!&����.  
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- ���� ��0� 8��
 �&!�  : S(9� 1���
*�� /��0
�� �����  ����� 1+�� �� -��!
 H&�!�� ��0��� 8��
��

 �������� 2��! �������  ���O
��������:� 6�;���"� $!����! 7!����� �� =��� ��� 7!���"� .  

- 6��I� �!�� �!&! :�� ����� ���N� !� 2�	 �� =�0	 �;	
���� 2"
  ��� �!���� , 6�� 2��� $	$����  ����
 ��!��� ���@ ����� ����!��� $	@ �� 7!���"� �(!����� 4�����  ��
����!>� ,!�  ���
*��  �@�;	!� 

6��&
��� =!�0�� .��  $5+�! �(�! =�@ 1�  ���O
��� -� $� .��&
 /
� �� ��� ��&�� $(����  �!��

�!;  ��
� �"� -���� /
�� ����0� ����5 $	�0�$@� 6�*�+�� ���! =+��� ;�0�� �!�� ! �". 

- 1���
*�� X���
�� : ���� �� �!+"�
 ���� %9����	 /*�!@!  9&� ����� 2!�	�� .��& ��/�
���O
��  �� 1��
��	!

 8	���� 1���
*�� ��!"� ���(
! ������ /*�!0�� -� ��5 ��� ��(
�� /
� =�@ �"� $!�("� /�0
� $���

� �� �	��, ���!1"	0
���� ��!"� A��   . 

  

�� ����>�  H&� B!�0���� 1� ���
  ����� ���J�0�1 � ! ������ � #A��K� �A�(�� <2���� ������ ����"��
�� #"� $	 $�!�
�� �"� $!�("� ;0� A��6���: /������  �!�!! %!+� $��	����W� 6�!�����:  

��  �������  ������� /"�
�����>� � 6!;� !� 1� ���4�&�� 2����� , -� $I� ��! ��� �!�>�  �;� %��	 1� ��&�
(


 $����!� 2�!���� B!�&�� ����� . �0
���� 1� ��
���� H&�!��  �������:  

 

��7 :4���� I��
�� H�.��� &(����:  

 6���!�� ^��	��� !� ��0��� 8��
����� !� 2�!��� �� 6������ . �!0� 2� �!���� 2*9���)�
�����!�� ��0��� 8� (

 ��
�!� ���� 7!�����!H��
�!  ����!���)������ ��0��� 8��
��( , �������� ��&�!�� 1��� �0� ��!
 H&� ��"�!

7!����� �� 6������ ���0���  �0��
��! . .������� 6���Q�>�	!  ��0��� 8��
�� 1� $���� �&�!
 6���&��H�	�W� 

����
��:  

- ���!��� ���(
 1� $�+�� 1� �/������.  

- ������� �������� ��&�!�� 7!���"� Q�����! ��!
��� �0��� �� ��I��� $9R
��. 

-  1� .�!
��$���>� ����	. 

-  %9��"� =!�@ )��! %9���� $�!�
) ������ !� �"�!; ����  ��
� %9���� )�� $�� �"� �!�
 ��� =!�0��
 H&!�	;��@�.( 

�� 6���� ���(
 1��� ��0��� 8��
�� ��! ���"� $!�(�� H&�!��  ������ ��	�
�!  /!0
� 1
�� ��
�!+��! �������� 1�

�����	 .�� %!	
��  H&�! �����
@�� B!�&�� ����� �� /�� %O& ��0��� 8��
��	��  ����� �� ���

� ����
��	 �!�


 �� ��	������ ��0��� 8��
�� 1� $���� .� 1� ���&�!
 �@ $���� �� ����� $�( 1+� ���� ��0��� 8��
���  �



�"����� -� $!( ��+
�9� ��	��
 ,8(�  @! 1� ���5	�� ���@ ���� �"� ����!��� .� 8�+
�� $I� . ����I �0��;

 ��������	
�  1�%�0	:�  �(�� �"����>� /���� ��!��� �!O�� �� , ���
���� 1� ���!
�� �� . 1� �I��I�� �0��;��

�� .� �@9��� ��;!
 ��(���  @!� 1� .���� �"� /�I(� 2*9!� /�� �"� /��!�( $	�0� 2� $	@ �
(.  

 4��*�� H�.��� &(���� ���! ��1 3��! 0�� +�� ��(6 '!����� ��*��� ��"
: 
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 4��*� H�.��� &(���� ���!6 '!����� ��*��� ��"
  

  +��� �����  3�!
  ��FL  �����  ���7  ����J�  

 -�!�� +( �.�)1(              

 &������ +( �.�)2(              

 ����!�� �1 ���� �.�
)3(  

            

+��2�  ������ &(����
)7 = (1+2+3  

            

�"
�� ;����  )<(              

 �.��� ���� ) = 7– 
 < (  

            

 

)1( ����� ����	 1� ���N��� H��( 1� �0��� $I��! 2�	�� 1� �0���.  

)2( ��� 1� �&�!
��� �0��� !� 8!����� 1� �0����;��	�� ���I���! ���0��� �������� ��&�!�� ���. 

)3( ����� $9� �0� �� ��"� $�(
� �� $I��!  ���	��� �� L
�� �0�. 

)H ( �� �!�

! ����� ������6�&>�   ������ ������!)A���!  ��
��! �
��! %�	���! %�� ��( , ��!�

/�� ,����;�@ ,H
�!�. ....  

  

����� :0������ �3.� �����:  

�� �2
����  7!����!�  1� %�	"� ��� $!�!�� H&�!�� �;0��� 1� �� ���
 � ���! )	��� 2��� �!�� Q�� $��

 8�0(
4�	�� .2"�� ������ ��;R
� ��"� $!�(�� H&�!�� ^"	��� 1� $���
�� �;0�� .  

��  $!�!"� ��O9��  ��!"���� �"� $!�(�����  2
;� ���(
 �	�I�	 1� $���
�� �;0� ���(
������� ������� . H&��

H
�!��� $I� �
	�I ��R��! �
	�I�� $���� ������ .��&
! ���(
 ����	�� 1� , ������ ������ ,6�&>� !�  =�0�� ;�@
1����� ,���<
 ,8�!�
�� ������! H*��5�� .��  �"� ;�0�� /��0
 ���� �!�� �!����� ���12  $!�!"� ���

��� ������ �!����� .���
�� ���� 1	��0
 /@� !� �!����� $��� ���(
 8��; �� �������� =�	 1� . ���

 $!�!�����  /@�1���&� �������� -� .��&� ,$���
�� �;0� !� /@��� �� �!��.  

 �!�� ��	! 7!�����  ����	 1� ����! 6�
� $� $���
�� �;0� ��&��� H&�3 ! �!��6 �!�� , 2�"� ��!� ���

��"	0
�� ����� H��
� ,�[�  H&� 7�+
�� 1� $���
�� �;0�  �&!��  $@� ����� �� '(	�� $I� 2+����
 �� =+�


 /���� ��!�� �+"�!� .�O!
�� �
( .�5��  .�� 2���������  -�	
��� H&� ��� 2
�&
��! 2
������� �����  ���������

 .�� �"� /�"�� 6�� �!�
� ��! �����
���� 2*9�� /� ��!����>�.  
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�����: ���	
�� -*���� <�����:  

��(!�� 2"�� ���� !� 2�!��� ��� �� , H&���  ��!� ������  7!����� ������ 1;R
���5:�	 ���  2+�����

������� . 8�R
�� �@! 7!����� ����	 1� $�(� �� ������ !�  2�"� �!�� �@!  �!����&��  $����� !J  /���
��

2� ��&�!�� 2
����� .�� �� ���(
 7!����� �� �	(� 2
��;
��	 ��� ^"	�!�  �� ��"� $!�(�� H&�!�� ��� ^"	���

7!�����  ������� 2+����� ��&�!�����   �����
��! ����!0��	 ����� ��O9� �@! $�� A���5��!  ���(
 H&�
 ���"��� 8!0( ���@!� 7!����� 1� ��������� , 1� �!&!��� �0��� $I� /�@ 6�� �� �!�

 1�!2�	�� ,  ���0��� ���@

 �\�!  ���@ ��R
	 ���0�� -� ��R

! ����,! ����&
  ��9�!
����I
��2 ���0��� !� 6���O��	 %�!� 7!����� 1� .  

 

��!�� :������ �,2���! )�*����:  

�� $��"� H(��! ����� 2
��( $��
 ��S����! 6��&��  9&��� ,�5�� $���� �!;
 ��	�
� .�;
�
 .:�	���5 ��� 

�0(� ��5�0���! ����I
��"� �	�&! �(�(� ����� /*�!@ 8"�� 2�! ���!&! 6�!�5 . H��(� �!&! ��!�5�� ��

 Q��
� 1�!��@  �	��( 8@�� !6���:  -��!�>� , H&� ���!��  ���
 ������   9&�	 S+
(
 ��! $���� ��

/�
��� $���
� , 9&��� -� $I�:  

-   ������ �
�� $&�!� 2���� /@� ��! ����! ����� /
 ���! ����� 1� �� ��	�  ��!��� $&�.  

-   �!�! $&�"=	@ ��� "^��	��� 1� ��! ����! �!0� =	@ /
 ��� ������. 

- $����  ���( $�&�
�  ���	��� $&�. 

-  ���	� /�� �
��4�	�>�  �*�����!) �&�
�$���>�.( 

  

���	 :������ ����J���! )�*����:  

�� ��	
 ����O��$!�>� ) ��"
���� ( /!����!) ���O
��� ( ��(�  @! 1� ���"��� 8!0(!)��(� /!� .(��  ����O����

 1� ��+
����� �;�  2��! $����6����   ��"�����!�>�! ���!��� ������� . ��!�0� �(+� $��
��� ��+�� : H��&��

���>� �0��� $I� $����  ��"
�� 1� , /���)!����%9���� �"� �( ,�!O���� ,15��>�  ���0���! , �\�   �������!

'�I>�!.  

���  H��&�����>�   �	!";��� !�) ���O
��� (�!���� $I� ,H*��5��!  ���O
�� . ���"��� 8!0( /5� H��&�� �� �5��

��������� 8!0( !�.  
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����� :I��
�� �� 0��� � E��	�� ��*��:  

��  �� Z!����$�+�� 1��� � 7!��� ,A����	 , )	� $	�0� .�	�� /
! 2(�&� �"� $��� 7!���"� 2��	 �!�� �0�

 ���� 2���!2����  7!��� 1� $!������ .���5:�	 ��� H	��� �� , 7!����� /�"�
! ���0
"�  @!�� ��( �!�� �@

�(> ��!>�.  

)&�
 .������� $� A�� , 7!���"� 2��	� �\�! !  ������! 2�;�� �@  �������$�!��  7!���	 %�	���� !�  �
(

 ���0
 8!���	 2��
���!� ����� .����(�!  �!��89,�  ��S!
! �*����� �@!� /�� ��� Z!����! 7!�����2��!�� 
 6��� 1� ��0	
���B��� !�  �!�
 �@ 6��& �+�S! 1� 2�!�& ��S!
 �
($5�� Q���� $���� ��. 
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